Assignment 0927
Now that you’ve started defining what a web page contains (HTML), it’s time to specify how you want it to look (CSS). You’ll also start transferring your files to the real-world web server that we have set up for you at my.cs.lmu.edu. From here on, what you have there at the time I evaluate your work serves as your submission.

Outcomes
This assignment will affect your proficiency measures for outcomes 1a, 1c, 1h, 1i, 2c, 2h, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3e, and 3f. Since this effectively builds on the prior assignment, note that your work here will reinforce what you have shown in the prior proficiencies, as well as demonstrate new ones (underlined).

For Submission
Continue building on your “About Me” web page by using CSS to style it to your liking.

Styling Your “About Me” Web Page
Assign CSS properties to the elements of your “About Me” page. Now is the time to focus on how your page looks.

As before, make sure that your page validates. Touch as broad a range of CSS properties as you can, within the bounds of good taste :) — layout, spacing, borders, shadows or highlights, gradient backgrounds, transforms, animations…see how sophisticated you can get without using a single image.

Feel free to pick and choose anything else that strikes your fancy from the hellohtml folder in the sample code bazaar on GitHub. Or, pick off whatever you find on the web. Make sure that the information you use is up-to-date, in line with the standards and best practices that have been brought up in class.

Style and Continue Your Commentary
Style your “About Me” page as well, and add a new entry to it regarding your thoughts on adding CSS to the page. Same questions as before (except the last one):

• What was easy? Difficult? Fun? Busy work?
• What tools or resources did you like best? Least?
• You have now effectively learned a second source-level form of computer code. How do you feel about that?

How to Turn It In
Upload your work to your account on my.cs.lmu.edu. Visiting your area of that web site should display your “About Me” page and include a link to your “About Me” page as well. Yes, this is precisely where proficiency 2b gets demonstrated.